UNIT 19
Practising diagonal join, no ascender, to an anticlockwise letter: joining nd, ld

Name ___________________________ Date ______________________

Trace and write the joined letters. Say the sounds.

___ nd ___
___ ld ___

Sort the words into sets. Remember to join!

___ nd ___
___ ld ___

sand hold

cold band
told hand

Practising diagonal join, no ascender, to an anticlockwise letter: joining ng

UNIT 20

Name ___________________________ Date ______________________

Trace and write the joined letters. Say the sound.

___ ng ___

Finish the rhyming words. Remember to join!

sing ___
___ r ___
long ___
___ s ___

rang ___
___ b ___
bring ___
___ k ___